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Crowdsourcing could help alleviate the uncertainty inherent
in the modern global tropical cyclone record.

O

ne of the fundamental challenges in tropical
cyclon e (TC) an alysis an d forecastin g is
accurately determining the storm’s sustained
maximum wind speed (or “intensity”) in an area
with little or no in situ observations. Forecast centers,
relying primarily on interpretation of geostationary satellite imagery as well as any other available
data during operational activities, create postseason
“best track” datasets. Best-track data contain (at
minimum) information on TC track and intensity.
They are widely used in a large number of research
applications, including trend analysis (e.g., Emanuel
2005; Webster et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2006), forecast
verification (e.g., Sievers et al. 2000; Poroseva et al.
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2010), and evaluation of reanalysis datasets (Schenkel
and Hart 2012).
Unfortunately, when tropical cyclones are tracked
by more than one agency, best-track data frequently
disagree. For example, Webster et al. (2005) showed
that the frequency of category 4 and 5 typhoons in
the northwestern Pacific Ocean increased by 41%
between the 1975–89 and 1990–2004 periods. But
Wu et al. (2006) reported that those severe storms
actually decreased in frequency between 10% and 16%
over the same time periods. This contradiction arises
from the source of the best-track data used by each
group. Webster et al. used data from the Joint Typhoon
Warning Center (JTWC); Wu et al. used best-track data
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from the Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre
(RSMC) Tokyo and the Hong Kong Observatory. To
further complicate matters, Kossin et al. (2007) applied
an objective intensity algorithm to homogeneous
infrared (IR) satellite data and found no significant
change in severe typhoons from 1983 to 2005.
Kossin et al. (2013) provide a good discussion on the
causes of differences in global best-track data. They
can be roughly classified into two categories: changes
in technology and data availability and diverse
analysis methods at RSMCs. Aircraft reconnaissance
provides forecasters with the highest amount of
confidence for a storm’s position and intensity. Data
are recorded at flight level and GPS dropsondes are
routinely deployed during missions to provide surface
and vertical-profile information. Missions began
during the 1940s in the Atlantic and North Pacific;
unfortunately, routine missions stopped in the North
Pacific in 1987 and have never been regularly flown
in any other ocean basin besides the North Atlantic.
Shoemaker et al. (1990), Gray et al. (1991), and Martin
and Gray (1993) provide quantitative evidence for the
effectiveness of aircraft reconnaissance in reducing
TC initial and forecast error. Furthermore, in a recent survey of National Hurricane Center specialists,
Landsea and Franklin (2013) found that intensity and
position uncertainty decreases substantially when
aircraft data are available.
Because reconnaissance data are rarely available
[even in the North Atlantic, only about 30% of besttrack times include aircraft data Rappaport et al.
(2009)], analysts must turn to geostationary satellites,
microwave satellites, and sparse in situ measurements
such as buoys or nearby ships; it is then that the determination of intensity becomes subject to analyst interpretation and RSMC rules. Wu et al. (2006) attribute
differences between JTWC and RSMC Tokyo to wind
speed time averaging (10 versus 1 min), the discrete
nature of the Saffir–Simpson scale (Kantha 2006), and
an “in-house” change to the application of the Dvorak
technique at RSMC Tokyo (Koba et al. 1990). The
Dvorak technique (Dvorak 1973, 1984; Velden et al.
2006) is a procedure that provides an analyst with an
estimate of the maximum sustained winds of a TC
based on its cloud pattern, cloud-top temperature
considerations, and recent intensity trend. It is used
at all RSMCs and is widely considered the best available tool for determining TC intensity in the absence
of direct observations. However, the method is also
inherently subjective and its rules have been changed
at various RSMCs to conform to perceived regional
intensity differences. This is discussed in more detail
in the section on “Data and design.”
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The conflicting conclusions regarding western
Pacific TC intensity trends, significant differences
found in other basins (Schreck et al. 2014), and the
changes in technology and observation practices that
have led to these discrepancies significantly lower our
confidence in the TC record. In fact, recent assessment work by the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) (Knutson et al. 2010) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change conclude there is
“low confidence that any observed long-term (i.e. 40
years or more) increases in TC activity are robust,
after accounting for past changes in observing capabilities” (Seneviratne et al. 2012).
This statement and the work summarized above
suggest that a comprehensive global reanalysis of TC
intensity is needed. There are a number of recent and
ongoing projects in this area, but they are restricted
to analyses of single storms (e.g., Landsea et al. 2004),
specific time periods (e.g., Landsea et al. 2008), or
regions (Diamond et al. 2012; T. Kimberlain and
P. Caroff 2014, personal communication). Although
all of these efforts are valuable, they are not ideal
for two reasons. First, they are necessarily restrictive because of the large amount of time required to
analyze voluminous amounts of data and imagery.
For example, here we are analyzing nearly 300,000
images from a 32-yr TC data record. Assuming 5 min
per analysis, it would take one person 25,000 h (~12
years) to analyze all of the images one time—and that
is with no time off for holidays or vacation. Second,
regional reanalyses risk exacerbating interbasin
differences because they are not applied globally or
consistently.
We present a new approach to TC reanalysis that
is global in scope, can be completed in a reasonable amount of time, and shows promising skill
in estimating TC intensity. Cyclone Center is an
Internet portal that provides global, homogeneous,
TC-centric IR satellite imagery to “citizen scientists.” Instead of using a small number of experts,
we tap into the scientific curiosity of thousands of
ordinary people, using their enthusiasm, time, and
pattern recognition skills to eventually answer these
scientific questions:
1) Can citizen scientists provide more certainty in
TC intensity when forecast agencies disagree?
2) Can citizen scientists provide more skill than
current approaches in determining TC intensity,
particularly with difficult patterns where automated techniques struggle?
3) Has TC intensity responded to recent changes in
climate?

Our intent is not to replace or change best-track data;
rather, we intend to provide a global record of TC
intensity as determined by a consistent algorithm
applied to a homogeneous record of satellite data.
Such a data record could then be used as one important tool in any future global TC reanalysis effort.
Therefore, this paper will not completely answer
the questions above but will describe the ideas and
motivation behind Cyclone Center, the developments
in data that have made it possible, the process of
soliciting and collecting citizen scientist responses,
and some of the early results that begin to address
these questions. Interested readers can participate in
Cyclone Center at http://cyclonecenter.org.
T H E C RO W D SO U RC I N G O F SC I EN C E.
Cyclone Center is one of nearly 30 projects that make
up the Zooniverse, a website that started in July 2007
with the launch of Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al. 2008).
With the goal of identifying galaxies for further study,
Galaxy Zoo aimed to use the ability and enthusiasm
of the general public to perform tasks previously left
to trained experts. By obtaining analyses from several
volunteers, it became possible to analyze much greater
quantities of data and to assign a level of confidence
to each classification. The results proved as reliable
as those from experts in the field. The project started
very simply, asking volunteers only a handful of very
simple questions about the shape and orientation of
each galaxy, but grew more complex as subsequent
revisions were made.
Following the success of Galaxy Zoo, several other
astronomy-based projects were developed to investigate a wide variety of celestial imagery and data. In
autumn 2010, Old Weather became the Zooniverse’s
first project based on climate data. The site asks volunteers to help transcribe the daily weather logs kept
by ships in the early twentieth century, with the aim
of supplementing the historical weather record with
the only oceanic data available at the time. With Old
Weather’s success, it became evident that there was
adequate enthusiasm for climate data among many
in the general public.
Cyclone Center was a logical next step, since it combined this developing interest in weather and climate
with an analysis method that has several parallels with
Galaxy Zoo. Both projects require the visual inspection of remotely sensed data with the hope of applying
human pattern recognition to the subject in question.
They also focus on using human ability to identify
spiral patterns in noisy pictures. These parallels meant
that some of the web interface code from Galaxy Zoo
could be repurposed for Cyclone Center.
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EN GA G I N G T H E C RO W D . Crowdsourcing
strategies. Crowdsourcing offers the ability to quickly
analyze vast amounts of data. Naturally, that advantage relies on attracting and maintaining a large
community of citizen scientists. One might expect
that the destructive power of tropical cyclones would
be enough to attract and maintain a large number of
users, but Cyclone Center still had to be carefully designed to do so. The development team at the Citizen
Science Alliance (CSA; the parent organization of
Zooniverse) was a valuable resource during this
process, since they could call on past experiences
from other projects to estimate the abilities of our
volunteers.
Citizen scientists, especially nonexperts, hold valid
concerns as they participate. One of the most common comments from our volunteers has been “How
do I know if I’m doing it right?” This has proven a very
difficult question to answer because it is not feasible
to analyze their classifications in real time. One of the
goals of this paper, as well as others that may follow, is
to quantitatively investigate this question. Real-time
support is available to participants; many citizen science projects, including Cyclone Center, have active
forum communities where volunteers can discuss
classifications with each other and even with the science team. Classifiers build their confidence through
these discussions, and sometimes they even lead to
serendipitous discoveries (Cardamone et al. 2009).
Another way that we built volunteer confidence
was through online training. We provide the volunteers with detailed visual guidance that explains each
question. In designing this guidance, we had to find
ways to provide the necessary information without
overwhelming our audience. One of the more successful forms of training has been the tutorial that was
recently added to the site, which takes a sample image
from Super Typhoon Keith (1997) and gives volunteers
a step-by-step description of how to properly classify it.
We also engage and educate our volu nteers
through Facebook, Twitter, and blog posts. We use
these outlets to share preliminary results, conference presentations, and peer-reviewed articles like
this one—all of which provides confidence to our
volunteers that they really are contributing to science. We also build their interest in tropical cyclones
with posts describing recent events like Hurricane
Sandy and the start or end of the Atlantic hurricane
season. Some of our most viewed posts educate readers on how tropical cyclones form and why they have
eyes. Much of that traffic comes from unanticipated
Internet searches that direct people to our blog, from
which they can discover and join our project.
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Citizen science participation. The dataset selected for
this study includes roughly 239,000 classifications
from just over 5,000 volunteers—basically all of the
data collected from the first year of the project. The
distribution of users is such that a large majority
have completed just a handful of classifications,
while a much smaller core of very motivated users
have completed orders of magnitude more. Figure 1a
shows a breakdown of classifications completed by
each user. While the mean number of classifications
is just under 50 per user, only 10% have completed

Fi g . 1. (a) Br eakdown of num ber of classificat ions per
user and (b) per cent age of t ot al cont r ibut ions fr om
each t ier of act ivit y.
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more than this, and nearly half have completed just
six or fewer.
At the top end of the spectrum, however, a small
contingent of “power users” have contributed immense numbers of classifications to the study, with
more than a dozen users completing over 1,000 classifications, and a single user even surpassing 10,000—
more than the bottom 3,000 users combined. These
power users do not strongly bias the data, however—
each user is restricted to one classification per image.
Figure 1b shows the contribution of each of these
tiers to the total activity on the site. While 28% of
users have completed between one and three classifications, their total contribution only accounts for
roughly 1% of the total data collected. In contrast, the
top 1% of classifiers, those who have completed more
than 500 each, account for over 40% of the site’s total
activity. This highlights the importance of keeping
power users engaged, as two-thirds of our collected
data have come from just 5% of users.
D AT A A N D D ESI G N . Cyclone Center was
designed to follow the principles of the enhanced
infrared (EIR) version of the Dvorak technique
(Dvorak 1984; Velden et al. 2006) in a way that citizen
scientists could provide the required information
for the intensity estimate. In general, the technique
involves the interpretation of an IR image of a TC
and the application of a number of constraints and
set procedures. Dvorak has been used consistently at
all global TC forecast agencies for at least the last 20
years, and validation studies (e.g., Gaby et al. 1980;
Knaff et al. 2010) have shown that average differences between Dvorak intensity estimates and aircraft
reconnaissance-based best-track data are quite low,
ranging from 1.5 to 9 knots (kt; 1 kt = 0.51 m s–1).
In the absence of reconnaissance and/or other irregularly available data (e.g., scatterometers, microwave),
the Dvorak technique still unquestionably provides
the best estimate of TC intensity.
The IR satellite dataset used for all classifications
is the Hurricane Satellite (HURSAT)-B1 archive
(Knapp and Kossin 2007). HURSAT provides nearly
300,000 TC-centric images of 3,321 global tropical
cyclones that formed from 1978 to 2009. The data
were created by merging global geostationary satellite data and calibrating for homogenization; this
allows us to classify global TC intensity across a
32-yr period without needing to account for differences in the observation platforms. However, using
HURSAT for Cyclone Center does present a few
challenges. The relatively coarse resolution (~8 km)
can reduce t he accuracy of the EIR techn ique.

Fur thermore, classification skill would be optim ized if ot her available
HURSAT chan nels (e.g.,
visible, microwave) were
used, but the visible channel is only available during
daylight hours. In addition, regu lar m icrowave
data are not available before 1997 an d t he relative scarcity of microwave
passes over TCs creates
substantial discontinuities in the time series [see
Kossin et al. (2013) for
more discussion]. To avoid
the large logistical challenge in setting up the interface with discontinuous
Fi g . 2. Cyclone Cent er user s ar e fir st asked t o det er m ine which im age depict s
imager y, we use IR data
a st r onger st or m . T he im age at r ight is t he one which will be classified. T he
exclu sively, leavin g t he
im age at left is t he st or m 24 h ear lier. Inline help (not shown) is pr ovided t o
t he user s t o guide t hem in t heir decision.
inclusion of other satellite
data to future work.
The Cyclone Center user interface was thus de- those patterns is shown and the user is instructed to
signed to gather data that are required to produce a choose the “closest match.” These key images (Fig. 4)
classification using a modified EIR Dvorak method. were selected from a pool of scene types with accomHowever, we emphasize that the analysis presented panying Dvorak evaluations, each done by a National
here does not reflect the full EIR-like methodology, Hurricane Center analyst during the 2004–06 Atlantic
but rather the first steps, which involve determining hurricane seasons. We selected images that we thought
the intensity trend and cloud pattern. Figure 2 is a were the most representative of each respective cloud
screenshot that a user sees when they click on a storm pattern and intensity; when the user selects an image,
to classify. Note the color enhancement used; the tra- we have enough information to determine what is
ditional Dvorak technique uses a repeating gray shade known as a “pattern T,” or PT, number.
In the Dvorak technique, there are several kinds of
to distinguish between preestablished brightness
temperature levels. To allow for easier user classifica- “T numbers”; they are defined in Table 1. In the EIR
tions, Cyclone Center uses a new, color-blind friendly Dvorak analysis, the PT number is an estimate of the
enhancement scheme—see the sidebar on “Cyclone TC’s intensity based on the cloud pattern appearance
Center color enhancement” for more information. and recent intensity trend (called the “MET”). Table 2
The first task asked of the user is to determine which shows how EIR Dvorak T numbers are converted to
image depicts the stronger storm. The responses are the TC maximum sustained wind in the Atlantic and
used to determine the intensity trend, which is needed Pacific basins. In most operational cases, the PT number is not the value that is used as the final intensity
to ultimately determine the current intensity.
The next step for the user is to choose a cloud pat- estimate. It is preferred to determine the “data-T,” or
tern from one of the following: eye, embedded center DT, number and then apply a number of rules and con(EMB), curved band (CBD), or sheared. A fifth pat- straints, leading to the “final-T” (FT) number. Since
tern, called “other,” is for storms that appear close we will ultimately calculate a DT-like value, there are
to the satellite edge, extratropical, or do not exhibit questions presented to citizen scientists on the Cyclone
any organized clouds at all (there is no allowance Center page that provide the data we will need to do it.
for subtropical or hybrid systems; classifiers proceed As mentioned previously, at this time we are focusing
with the regular classification for these systems). As only on the questions that relate to the PT; the intent
shown in Fig. 3, when a user selects a pattern that they of this paper is to demonstrate that Cyclone Center is a
perceive most closely matches the image, a subset of viable way to achieve a skillful DT-like estimate of TC
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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intensity. We call our estimate of intensity the “pattern
number” (PN), which diverges from PT as we consider
the multiple classifications of an image.

For new or less experienced classifiers, there are resources available to help them through the process. As
mentioned previously, an online tutorial introduces

CYCLONE CENTER COLOR ENHANCEMENT

T

he Dvorak method was originally developed using
the “ BD cur ve” enhancement for IR satellite imager y. This grayscale enhancement accommodated the
technological limitations of the time. W hile experienced
analysts can readily identify patterns in this enhancement , it can be confusing to the novice. Some shades
are repeated, and it is not readily apparent which
ones represent warmer or colder clouds. Since one
of Cyclone Center’s goals is to engage as many citizen
scientists as possible, we developed a new enhancement
scheme that more closely resembles traditional color
scales with which the general public is familiar.
Our enhancement uses the same temperature
thresholds as the BD cur ve, but the colors change from
warm to cold with those temperatures. Both schemes
use gray shading for values warmer than 9°C. The BD
cur ve then uses a second series of grays, while we use
a pink tint to add some differentiation. Both schemes
use solid shades at var ying inter vals for temperatures
colder than –30°C. W here the BD cur ve is forced to

repeat two of its gray shades, our colorized scheme
uses unique colors throughout.
Note in Fig. S1 that the BD cur ve uses black for temperatures from –63° to –69°C. This bold color marks
a transition from moderate to tall clouds. This same
transition is marked in our scheme by the change from
reds and yellows to shades of blue. We also added an
additional color (white) for temperatures colder than
–85°C, which helps classi ers easily pick out the coldest
cloud tops.
Since Cyclone Center seeks to maximize its pool of
potential volunteers, we ensured that people with color
vision de ciency could interpret our scheme. We were
guided by the principles laid out by Light and Bartlein
(2004). Speci cally, we avoided schemes that included both
red and green, and we sought a scheme that varied in both
hue and intensity. Our ultimate selection was inspired by
the “ RdYlBu” scheme on http://colorbrewer2.org. The
gure illustrates how people with the three most common
color de ciencies would view our color enhancement.

Fi g . S1. Side-by-side com par ison of Typhoon Gay (1992) using (clock wise fr om t op left ) or iginal D vor ak BD enhancem ent , CC enhancem ent , and sim ulat ions of CC enhancem ent as seen wit h t r it anopia, pr ot anopia, and
deut er anopia. N um ber s ar e infr ar ed br ight ness t em per at ur es (°C) and Dvor ak's nam ed color s ar e ident ified
in t he m iddle: W ar m Medium Gr ay ( W MG), O ff W hit e (OW ), Dar k Gr ay (DG), Medium Gr ay (MG), Light Gr ay
(LG), Black (B), W hit e ( W ), Cold Medium Gr ay (CMG), and Cold Dar k Gr ay (CDG). Sim ulat ions cour t esy of
ht t p://vischeck.com .
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classifiers to the interface and guides them through a
complete classification. During “real” classifications,
there is a dynamic help screen that is always shown
on the right side of the browser, providing guidance
in answering the current question. For example, classifiers are shown visual examples of what to look for
(e.g., improved storm structure, colder cloud tops) to
determine whether a storm had strengthened over
the previous 24 h.
The Cyclone Center tool provides as output the
selections of each individual, an individual’s ID (if
they log in), time classified, and image name. Each
individual’s identification is anonymous except for

their personally provided ID. If an individual chooses
not to log in, we still use their responses but they are
treated a little differently in the weighting of the responses—this will be described in the following section.
To ensure that all storms in the database will be
classified in a reasonable period of time, we retire
an image when it acquires 10 unique classifications.
This number gives us enough diversity to calculate
a statistically reasonable consensus. A cost–benefit
analysis (not shown) determined that the potential
classification error was not sensitive to the number
of classifications once 10 was reached (i.e., 30 classifications per image did not appreciably decrease the

Fi g . 3. A ft er det er m ining t he int ensit y t r end, user s ar e asked t o classify t he cloud pat t er n and per ceived or ganizat ion of t he TC. In t his case, t he user chose “ eye” for t he cloud pat t er n and is asked t o choose t he im age
t hat m ost closely m at ches t he cur r ent one. Canonical im ages ar e or ient ed t o m at ch t he st or m ’s hem ispher e.
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Ta b l e 1. N um ber s in t he EIR D vor ak and Cyclone Cent er algor it hm s.
N am e
Model expected T

A bbr eviat ion

Descr ipt ion

MET

TC intensity estimate based on comparison of TC
structure and convective changes over the previous 24 h.

Pattern T

PT

TC intensity based on evaluation of the cloud pattern;
cannot differ from MET significantly.

Data T

DT

Most objective methodology; uses a flow diagram for
cloud pattern types and obtains TC intensity using
brightness temperature criteria, distances, and other
potentially subjective measures.

Final T

FT

Selected value of TC intensity as determined by the best
choice of MET, PT, or DT; may be limited by established
constraints.

Current intensity

CI

Final or official TC intensity of the Dvorak technique.
Typically identical to FT, except during weakening phases
of the TC when wind speed reductions typically lag the
cloud patterns and trends.

Pattern number

PN

The PT-like value calculated from Cyclone Center data.

Fi g . 4. Available cloud pat t er ns fr om which classifier s can choose m at ches. T he num ber s r epr esent t he D vor ak
dat a-T, or DT, num ber as det er m ined by an analyst at t he N at ional H ur r icane Cent er. Lar ger num ber s cor r espond t o st r onger st or m s. Each r ow r epr esent s five int ensit y gr ades of a single cloud pat t er n. (t op) –(bot t om)
T he cloud pat t er ns ar e shear, cur ved band, em bedded cent er, and eye. Cloud pat t er ns for t he ot her opt ions
ar e not shown.
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error). When all of the images for a particular storm
are retired, the storm itself is taken out of circulation
and replaced by a fresh one.
As of this writing, we have had over 8,000 unique
users from around the world perform more than
400,000 classifications. All results presented here are
from classifications recorded through 15 September
2013 and include approximately 5,000 unique users
and 239,000 classifications.
DEVELO PIN G T H E CO N SEN SU S. A significant challenge for this project is to estimate a storm’s
intensity at any time based on the numerous selections by citizen scientists. This can be complicated
by the temporal dependence of the Dvorak technique—intensity change rates are limited based on
storm type. Best estimates based on a crowd are not
new (e.g., Brabham 2008); however, they may be new
to the field of meteorology. Therefore, we employed
two methods to initially look at the performance of
the crowd toward estimating intensity from storm
imagery. We demonstrate how a consensus approach
allows the intercomparison of citizen scientists with
subsequent spread being used to denote precision of
an individual and estimate a bias-corrected intensity. We also use a Monte Carlo approach (section
on “Consensus case studies”) to randomly select
individuals, which allows for the investigation of
uncertainty in the resulting intensities.
In either case, there are two primary steps: 1) to
estimate a given intensity based on a snapshot and 2)
to apply temporal constraints to the instantaneous
estimates. These initial calculations demonstrate
a proof of concept rather than a complete analysis
of a classification algorithm. To that end, we show
the results of only a few storms and not a complete
analysis of the technique.
The goal of the consensus approach is to combine
each obser vation from all citizen scientists for a
given snapshot into a PN that accounts for tendencies between each of them. The tendency of a given
individual can be measured against observations
from others when multiple citizen scientists view a
common snapshot, as performed above. In this case,
we are interested in consensus and will leave the calculations of best estimates to future work.
We currently focus on the pattern analysis from
the citizen scientists. The input here is the image
selected from the “Choose the closest match” question
as shown in Fig. 3, chosen from all of the possible
matches shown in Fig. 4. The calculation of a consensus PN (PNic) for some snapshot in time i is calculated
from all users k:
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

Ta b l e 2. EIR Dvor ak T num ber /Cyclone Cent er PN
conver sion t o m axim um sust ained wind. N ot e t hat
m axim um wind is assum ed t o be a 1-m in aver age
at a st andar d height of 10 m .
T number

Maximum wind (kt)

1.0

25

1.5

25

2.0

30

2.5

35

3.0

45

3.5

55

4.0

65

4.5

77

5.0

90

5.5

102

6.0

115

6.5

127

7.0

140

7.5

155

8.0

170

∑ w ( PN
=
∑w
k

PN ic

k
i

k

k

+ Bk

)
,

(1)

k

k
i

where PN is the classification from the kth classifier
who is characterized by a weight wk and a bias Bk.
Hence, the consensus estimate is the weighted sum
of the estimate from each available classification,
where an individual’s classification is corrected for
their overall bias. Thus, it requires knowledge of a
classifier’s weight and bias, which are calculated as
for user k by

(2)

where wk is proportional to the number of classifications by the user Nk and inversely proportional to
the mean deviation of the user from the consensus
PN (σk). The bias and mean deviation are calculated
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from a subset of Nk that have at least one classification
from another individual Nmk . The bias is the mean
difference of a user’s classifications from the consensus. Likewise, the mean deviation is the variance
of a user’s best estimate (corrected for bias) from the
consensus. Future work will provide a more technical
derivation of wk and PNic.
In this approach, the initial classifier characteristics are populated with random numbers. Then Eqs.
(1) and (2) are iterated until the values of wk and PNic

converge, usually after about four iterations. At this
point, each image has a consensus intensity from
available classifiers calculated from Eq. (1). Last, temporal constraints are applied to the individual values
of PNic following the advanced Dvorak technique
[ADT; an automated, objective version of the Dvorak
technique; see Olander and Velden (2007)], which
provides an estimate of the final storm intensity. This
value will be called the “CC consensus.”
A limiting factor of this approach is the inabilit y to identify characteristics of
individuals who do not log in to the
system. In this treatment, we apply
a small weight and no bias to these
individuals. The effect is that their
classification is used when nobody
else who is logged in has classified an
image, whereas PNic derives mostly
from users that are logged in when
possible, because of the small weight
of those not logged in.

Fi g . 5. Com par isons of int ensit y est im at e dist r ibut ions bet ween
Cyclone Cent er (CC consensus), A DT-H U RSAT, and (a) global best
t r ack (IBTr ACS), and (b) best t r ack lim it ed t o t im es in t he N or t h
A t lant ic wit hin 12 h of low-level air cr aft r econnaissance (best -t r ack /
r econ).
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EA RLY RESU LT S. Proper evaluation of the per formance of any
algorithm that assesses TC intensity
is difficult because the true intensity
of a TC at any time is never exactly
known. Even in cases where a storm
is measured by multiple reconnaissance aircraft, the maximum surface
wind is almost certainly missed because of the large ratio of storm size
to observation area. For example,
Uhlhorn and Nolan (2012) estimated
that the maximum surface wind
sampled by aircraft in a major (category 3 or higher) hurricane underestimates the true maximum wind
by 7%–10%. We can however make
a reasonable assessment of the CC
performance through comparisons
with existing TC intensity datasets
(given all of their caveats). In this
section we examine the value of the
CC consensus with respect to besttrack data (IBTrACS; Knapp et al.
2010) and an intensity dataset generated by the application of the ADT
on HURSAT data (ADT-HURSAT;
Kossin et al. 2013).
ADT-HURSAT comparisons. The ADTH URSAT dataset was generated

from t he same H URSAT im agery shown to citizen scientists on
Cyclone Center, providing a convenient way to compare how humans
classify images compared to a computer algorithm. ADT-HURSAT
and CC consensus are compared to
IBTrACS. Figure 5a shows the global
wind speed distribution of IBTrACS
(“best track”), CC consensus, and
ADT-HURSAT for the 1978–2009
period. For the weakest best-track
storms, both ADT-HURSAT and CC
consensus tend to estimate higher
intensities. The distribution of the
CC consensus across all wind speeds
appear to be more physically realistic
than ADT-HURSAT. As discussed in
Kossin et al. (2013), ADT-HURSAT
Fi g . 6. Int ensit y est im at e er r or dist r ibut ions for CC consensus and
experiences difficulty identifying
A DT-H U RSAT, as m easur ed against best -t r ack est im at es wit hin 12 h
changes in cloud pattern when a
of low-level air cr aft r econnaissance.
prehurricane intensity TC is transitioning from an embedded center to
an eye. High cirrus clouds may linger over the devel- consensus RMSE is approximately 4 kt higher than
oping eye and the ADT-HURSAT tends to hold onto ADT-HURSAT. The larger error is not surprising
the weaker pattern too long, resulting in an artificial at this point. We expect that the CC errors will be
frequency maximum centered at 55 kt [work is under reduced, perhaps substantially, when the images
way to improve the ADT in this regard—see Olander are subjected to a full EIR-like analysis. Also, there
and Velden (2012)]. Our human classifiers appear to appear to be a number of egregious classifications
be better at identifying the pattern changes leading up in the CC dataset with errors exceeding 40 kt. A
to the emergence of an eye, as shown by the smoother small number of these cases arise when classifiers
transition to higher intensities in Fig. 5a; this will be incorrectly identify the TC of interest in a HURSAT
image. Figure 7 shows one such case. Posttropical
better shown in a case study in the next section.
To focus on only the highest confidence “ground cyclone Nancy (0000 UTC 18 February 2005, near
truth,” further comparisons are made to a subset the image center) in the South Pacific is the inof North Atlantic TC points that are within 12 h of tended classification image; here, Nancy’s remnants
low-level aircraft reconnaissance. This subset, called appear to be sheared off to the southeast. Best-track
“best-track/recon,” contains 722 points that cover the data still issuing intensities on the storm list the
1995–2009 North Atlantic TC data record. Figure 5b maximum wind speeds at 30–35 kt. However, sevshows the wind distributions for those cases. There eral CC classifiers incorrectly (but understandably)
is much more agreement between the three datasets analyzed TC Olaf in the upper portion of the image.
for the weaker storms here, making it difficult to con- Olaf was clearly a mature TC at this point, with bestclude whether the undercount from the weak storms track winds of 100–120 kt (depending on agency).
highlighted in Fig. 5a is meaningful. Overall, Fig. 5b For this image, two classifiers identified Olaf as
suggests both the CC consensus and ADT-HURSAT a PT = 7.0 eye pattern, one 5.5 embedded center,
appear to do a good job at capturing the observed and one 2.0 shear case (ultimately thrown out by
TC intensity distribution, though the ADT-HURSAT the consensus algorithm described in “Developing
the consensus”). Three additional users analyzed a
frequency minimum at the 75-kt bin remains.
Using the same best-track/recon validation set as “no-storm” pattern for Nancy, producing a snapshot
ground truth, we calculated the root-mean-square intensity (PN without temporal rules applied) of 6.4
error (RMSE) and bias for both ADT-HURSAT and (~125 kt). If best track is assumed ground truth,
the CC consensus (Fig. 6). Both datasets exhibit low this produces an intensity error of approximately
bias and near-normal error distributions. The CC 90 kt. Although these cases are rare (~0.1% of all
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Fi g . 7. A n exam ple of a m isclassified st or m . N ancy,
whose cent er in IBTr A CS is wit hin t he black cir cle,
was t he int ended classificat ion t ar get . Four classifier s
chose Typhoon O laf at t he t op of t he im age t o classify.
Black cr osses indicat e user eye or em bedded cent er
fixes; t he shows a user cent er fix for a shear pat t er n.

images contain two storms, of which one is at least
a hurricane and the other is a weak system), other
cases similar to this one could explain some of
the egregious errors seen in Fig. 7. Future work to
identify user center fixes well off the image center
should correct these cases.
Consensus case studies. Although descriptive statistics
provide a good overview about the general performance of the CC consensus, we now present two case
studies that provide more specific insight. Maximum
wind speed time series of Typhoon Yvette (1992) and
Typhoon Ivan (1997) are shown in Figs. 8a and 8c,
respectively. In both of these storms, there is a large
amount of disagreement between the best-track data
of different forecast agencies (shown as gray lines).
We recognize that a portion of the disagreements
arise from several factors beyond Dvorak (pattern)
interpretation, including different wind-averaging
periods, inconsistent mapping of CI numbers to wind
speeds, and other perceived regional bias adjustments.
But recent work (Barcikowska et al. 2012; Nakazawa
and Hoshino 2009) demonstrates that significant interagency intensity differences in operational Dvorak
estimates drive disparate best-track data, even after
accounting for these factors.

In Ivan (Fig. 8a), the CC consensus (green) closely
follows the upper best-track data (JTWC) during the
intensification and weakening phases but tends to
agree more with other agencies in days 12–17. Yvette
(Fig. 8c) displays more divergence between CC and
the best-track data early on but closely follows the
most intense best-track data (also JTWC) from day
9 onward. In both storms, the CC consensus nicely
resolves the daily variance in the TC intensity and
produces a maximum wind comparable to ADTHURSAT.
As mentioned in the previous section, ADTHURSAT has been shown to be sometimes late in
identifying an eye pattern, resulting in an intensity
plateau. This is clearly seen in Typhoon Ivan (Fig. 8a,
magenta) on days 6–7, where ADT-HURSAT maintains an intensity of 60 kt while all other best-track
and CC consensus shows an intensification trend [a
similar plateau is seen in Yvette (Fig. 8c)]. A critical image in this scenario is shown in Fig. 9. At this
point (1800 UTC 16 October 1997) a small, ragged
eye is beginning to emerge from TC Ivan. ADTHURSAT called this a central dense overcast (CDO,
equivalent to the EIR embedded center) pattern and
assigned a current intensity (CI) number of 3.9, just
below typhoon strength (~63 kt). CC users were
split, with 57% choosing embedded center and 43%
eye pattern. The consensus PN is 5.7, analogous to
a maximum wind speed of about 108 kt. Although
the true intensity of Ivan at this point is arguable,
our own manual EIR Dvorak analysis of this image
assigns a DT of 6.0—equivalent to a 115-kt maximum
sustained wind speed.
It is tempting to believe that these kinds of disagreements between ADT-HURSAT and the CC
consensus permeate the dataset but this conclusion
is not suppor ted by the evidence. In fact, ADTHURSAT and CC consensus (when unanimous)
agree on certain cloud pattern types most of the
time. When a TC is classified by at least five citizen
scientists and they all agree on an eye cloud pattern,
ADT-HURSAT concurs over 95% of the time. Similar
results are seen with the embedded-center pattern.
Other cloud patterns (e.g., shear and embedded
center) show less agreement not only with ADTHURSAT but also among CC classifiers themselves,
suggesting they are less confident with those scene
types. The sidebar presents an interesting analysis of
CC classifier agreement on both cloud pattern type
and overall intensity.
Monte Carlo approach. One limitation of the consensus
approach is that it provides little information in the

way of how certain one can be about the intensity at
any given time. While deviation between individuals
can be calculated for each snapshot, it becomes convolved with the ADT temporal rules and information
about uncertainty is lost.
A Monte Carlo approach can be used to estimate
intensity and also address storm intensity uncertainty.
We randomly select one classification from the available classifications for a snapshot. Performing this
for each snapshot of the storm creates a simulated
intensity analysis. Temporal rules (following ADT)
are then applied to the random PN values, producing
a final intensity time series of the system. However,
there are numerous possible time series of PN based
on differences between each citizen scientist. For
instance, for a storm that lasts 7 days with 8 images
per day and 10 citizen scientists per image, there are
about ~1056 possible time series of PN (which is an

upper limit given the likelihood that there would be
some agreement in the classifications). In our analysis,
we create 100 time series of PN through random selection of classifications at each time. This produces a
distribution of intensities at each snapshot rather than
one value. The variation of intensity at each snapshot
provides an estimate of intensity and some measure
of uncertainty.
The distribution of intensities using the Monte
Carlo method is shown in Fig. 8b (Ivan) and Fig. 8d
(Yvette). For both cases, the method shows that there
is a large degree of agreement early on in the TC life
cycles (days 1–5) and larger uncertainty during the
mature stages of the TCs. We believe that the large
uncertainty arises from the diversity of eye sizes,
shapes, and eyewall cloud-top temperature patterns
that may make it difficult to identify a close match
on the eye pattern canonical images (row 4 in Fig. 4).

Fi g . 8. (a) T im e ser ies of int ensit y of Typhoon Ivan (1997) wit h int ensit ies fr om best -t r ack dat a and est im at es fr om A DT-H U RSAT and Cyclone Cent er (CC consensus). (b) T im e ser ies of Ivan wher e shading
is pr opor t ional t o fr equency of t he sim ulat ed int ensit ies (5-kt int er val) and t he box-and-whisker plot s
show t he quar t iles and t he 5t h and 95t h per cent iles (for clar it y, box and whisker s ar e only shown wit h
a 6-h int er val). (c),(d) A s in (a) and (b) (r espect ively), but for Typhoon Yvet t e (1992).
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2) CC classifications can be used to resolve gross
discrepancies in best-track data; and
3) the crowdsourcing approach provides valuable
information on uncertainty.

Fi g . 9. Typhoon Ivan at 1800 U T C 16 O ct 1997. T he
yellow pixels sur r ounded by t he dar k blue near t he
cent er of t he im age r epr esent t he developing eye of
t he t yphoon.

SU M M A RY A N D FU T U RE W O RK . Besttrack data for TCs contain a high degree of uncertainty because TCs are rarely directly obser ved.
Although the Dvorak technique is a ubiquitous and
valuable tool for determining TC surface maximum
wind speed, it is inherently subjective. Furthermore,
global best-track data are also compromised by
changes in technology such as improved satellite
coverage and resolution, nonstandard changes to
Dvorak rules and constraints at forecast agencies,
and changes in the observation infrastructure. A
global reanalysis of TCs is desirable and should be
done. However, it is difficult to achieve without a
large group of dedicated researchers and significant
funding sources—especially if the participants have
operational forecast and analysis commitments.
Cyclone Center employs a scheme t hat uses
Dvorak-like pattern recognition on a 32-yr homogeneous satellite image dataset to provide consistent TC
intensities. Cyclone Center is one of the first efforts
to use crowd sourcing to analyze a large meteorological dataset. A website was developed to guide
untrained users, called citizen scientists, to answer
simple questions about TC cloud patterns and cloud
temperatures. We have shown that
1) CC consensus intensity errors are comparable
to ADT-HURSAT, even without the full EIR
implementation;
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Our intention is not to modify or replace best-track
data but rather to ultimately provide an objective
assessment of modern TC intensity that may be used
as a starting point for a future reanalysis project. Such a
project could improve the CC consensus by including
corrections for biases in TC intensity estimates that
originate from the Dvorak technique, as demonstrated
in Knaff et al. (2010).
The information presented here is just a hint of
what is possible with the data that have been (and
are still continuously being) collected. One valuable
dataset that naturally falls out of a global TC survey
is storm morphology information, such as storm
size, eye size, eye temperature, eyewall temperature,
and number of storms with strong banding features.
These types of data can be easily extracted from
the citizen scientist responses. The addition of the
uncertainty information will provide an additional
valuable piece of metadata that can aid analysts and
researchers.
The implementation of the modified, complete
EIR Dvorak procedure on the dataset is a high priority
of the project going forward. As has been mentioned
several times, the CC consensus results presented
here are calculated from the “closest match” image
selection combined with the TC intensity trend (e.g.,
the Dvorak PT number). This is a somewhat crude
estimation of the TC intensity. We believe that the
inclusion of additional pattern-specific information
found in the EIR Dvorak technique will significantly
improve our estimates of TC intensity. The inclusion
of additional visible and microwave data is another
step that we believe would make a significant improvement in the CC consensus. However, this would
require a new development phase and launch of the
website and is, therefore, reserved for another time.
Fin ally, we are working on a better way of
creating the CC consensus. It is difficult to rate
user skill level when there is no “gold standard”
to measure against. Our current method weights
users on the total number of classifications that
they have done (more is assumed to be better) and
their bias (how close they are to the consensus).
Although this technique will minimize the effects
of inexperienced and “crazy” classifiers, it does not
fully take advantage of the highly skilled classifiers
who may classify less but see the “right” pattern
when others do not.

CLASSIFICATION CONSISTENCY: COMPARISONS TO A SUPERUSER

O

ne method of evaluating Cyclone Center classi cations is
to compare an individual classi cation with other citizen
scientists. In this case, we have selected to compare classi cations with those from the most active Cyclone Center citizen
scientist (and coauthor): the user “bretarn,” who has 20,000+
classi cations. So for a given snapshot image, how does bretarn
classify snapshots compared to others?Figure S2 is a heat map
representation showing the distribution of classi cations from
bretarn compared to all other individuals based on general
storm pattern types: shear, eye, EMB, CBD, and other patterns
(which includes posttropical, no storm, or on the satellite
limb). The percentages represent the fraction of classi cations from bretarn when another citizen scientist classi es the
same image with a particular pattern type. For example, 53%
of the time that any individual selected an eye storm, bretarn
did, too. However, 35%of the time, an eye was confused
with an embedded center. The largest agreement is for eyes
and embedded centers. The shear case causes quite a bit of
confusion, with bretarn agreeing only 15% of the time with
other users. More often, when most other users select shear,
bretarn selects embedded center (49%). Another category
that has signi cant off-diagonal percentages is “other storms”.
However, this is expected since these storms are a catchall of
categories. For example, a posttropical storm (other) can look
like a shear pattern to the untrained eye. Similarly, one might
classify a weak curved band as no storm (other) if they do not
see a pattern in the cloud eld. Yet, the impact of discrepancies
in classi cations is not as clear, since the intensities between the
pattern types overlap. For instance, the intensity of a weak eye
can be similar to a strong embedded center.
The impact of different pattern types is
investigated quantitatively in Fig. S3. This
heat map provides the same analysis as the
rst, except in terms of PN. The impact of
selecting the wrong type is removed in this
analysis and shows the agreement purely in
terms of PN (where no-storm classi cations
were given a value of 0.1 and posttropical
and limb storms were not included). The
PNs show some agreement with some of
the largest percentages lying on the diagonal;
however, some patterns and outliers do
occur. For example, bretarn classi es
crowd-identi ed weak systems (PN = 0.1 or
1.5) as much stronger storms (PN = 3.5 or
4.0) 30% of the time. It cannot be determined at this point whether the systems
are underrated by the crowd, overrated by
bretarn, or a little of both; such an analysis
is possible with the most active users. Tasks
like these are the target of future work.

F i g . S2. H eat m ap of condit i onal fr equency—t he
per cent age of classificat ions fr om br et ar n based on
a given select ion fr om all individuals classifying t he
sam e im age as br et ar n. N um ber s along t he t op axis list
t he t ot al num ber of snapshot m at chups for each t ype
fr om br et ar n. Per cent ages ar e based on classificat ions
fr om an individual, so r ows sum t o 100% (per cent ages
r ounded t o int eger ).

Fi g . S3. Sim ilar t o Fig. S2, except in
t er m s of PN . Each r ow is t he dist r ibut ion of br et ar n select ions based on a
select ion fr om cit izen scient ist s.
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Citizen scientists can help improve tropical cyclone
records. Classifications on Cyclone Center (http://
cyclonecenter.org) continue and the reader is encouraged to take part in this project.
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